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Assad's forces 'assassinated'
renowned war correspondent Marie
Colvin and then celebrated after they
learned their rockets had killed her,
lawsuit �iled by her relatives claims

President Bashar Assad's forces targeted Marie Colvin and celebrated her death
This is according to a sworn statement a former Syrian intelligence o�icer made 
The 55-year-old Sunday Times reporter died in a rocket attack in Homs

By JESSICA GREEN FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 14:25 EDT, 9 April 2018 | UPDATED: 16:14 EDT, 9 April 2018

Syria President Bashar Assad's forces allegedly targeted veteran war correspondent
Marie Colvin and then celebrated after they learned their rockets had killed her.

This is according to a sworn statement a former Syrian intelligence o�icer made in a
wrongful death suit �iled by her relatives. 

The 56-year-old Sunday Times reporter died alongside French photographer Remi
Ochlik, 28, in a rocket attack on the besieged city of Homs.  
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Syria President Bashar Assad's forces
allegedly targeted veteran war
correspondent Marie Colvin

The intelligence defector, code named
Ulysses, says Assad's military and
intelligence o�icials sought to capture or
kill journalists and media activists in
Homs. 

The city was at the centre of the pro-
democratic revolution that erupted
across Syria in the spring of 2011.

He said that when Ms Colvin's death was
con�irmed, Syrian Major General Ra�iq
Shahadah exclaimed: 'Marie Colvin was a
dog and now she's dead. Let the
Americans help her now.'

At that time, Maj Gen Shahadah was a
security o�icial in Homs. He now runs
the Syrian military intelligence
directorate.

The Syrian government has not
responded to the lawsuit, but Assad has
denied that his forces targeted and killed
Ms Colvin in 2012 to silence her
reporting on the con�lict.

The New York City native was reporting on the Syrian government's bombing of
residential areas when she was killed by a rocket attack on a media centre. 

After learning that Western journalists were arriving in Baba Amr from Lebanon,
Syrian forces were ordered to intercept their communications, track their
movements and locate their media centre so they could be captured or killed,
according to the lawsuit. 

The Syrian forces used a mobile satellite interception device that could tap
broadcast signals and locate their origin, the lawsuit said.

Still, Syrian forces were not able to locate the media centre, which was on the
ground �loor of a three-storey apartment building.

The journalists were using a clandestine satellite and proxy internet services to mask
their location.

Ms Colvin and photographer Paul Conroy sneaked into Homs through an
underground water tunnel.

In Baba Amr, they toured a �ield hospital and a cellar called the 'widow's basement'
where mostly women and children sought shelter from the bombs.

They �led through the same tunnel and �iled a story, which was published on
February 19 2012.
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The next day, the two returned to the media centre where they witnessed even
heavier shelling that kept them from �leeing.

They stayed and on February 21 2012, Ms Colvin gave live interviews over the media
centre's satellite link to the BBC and CNN. Syrian forces were 'shelling with impunity
and a merciless disregard for the civilians who simply cannot escape', she said.

That day, an informant told Syrian intelligence o�icers the location of the media
centre.

That corresponded with information the intelligence o�icers had obtained from their
satellite interception device, which had pinpointed that same location as the place
where Ms Colvin did her broadcast interviews with the BBC and CNN, the lawsuit
said.

At about 9.30am local time on February 22 2012 the centre was destroyed by several
rockets.

Ms Colvin and French photographer Remi Ochlik were killed and several other
people were injured.

The defector's deposition includes a �low chart identifying eight Syrian o�icials who
were involved in the attack on the media centre where Ms Colvin was killed.

He said this includes Assad's brother, Maher, who leads the army's elite 4th
Armoured Division.

The defector claims Assad's brother gave one of the eight o�icials a new, black
Hyundai Genesis as 'a reward for the successful operation' against the media centre
in Baba Amr, a working-class neighbourhood of Homs. 

The 55-year-old Sunday Times reporter died alongside French photographer Remi Ochlik, 28,
in a rocket attack on the besieged city of Homs

Ms Colvin had years of experience in war zones, covering con�licts in Chechnya,
Kosovo, Sierra Leone, Zimbabwe, East Timor and Sri Lanka, where she lost the sight
in her left eye in a blast.

The black patch she wore over her eye became her trademark.
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Her sister is seeking an undetermined amount for the emotional pain of losing her
sister, compensatory damages for her three children, who are bene�iciaries of Ms
Colvin's estate, and punitive damages against the Syrian government.

So far, the Syrian government has not �iled any response to the lawsuit.

'Their only response in this case is an interview Assad gave to NBC the week the suit
was �iled,' Mr Gilmore said.

'He issued �irst a blanket denial, and then stated that Marie had entered the country
illegally, worked with terrorists and was responsible for everything that befell her.'

The Centre for Justice and Accountability, based in San Francisco, �iled the wrongful
death suit against Assad in 2016 on behalf of Ms Colvin's relatives, including her
sister Cathleen.

The new court records became public after being unsealed by US District Judge
Amy Berman Jackson.
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Personal Views, Mailonline, United Kingdom, about 5 hours ago

Sad but one of the risks of the job.

ReplyNew Comment 136

Click to rate

brez129, Liverpool, United Kingdom, about 3 hours ago

"MI6-MI5 Stooge!"

014

Click to rate

adaze, Permafrost, Russia, about 5 hours ago

What was she doing among the t,e,r,o,r,i,s,t,s in the first place?

ReplyNew Comment 545

Click to rate

brez129, Liverpool, United Kingdom, about 3 hours ago

MI5 paid for her to be there!

015

Click to rate

rockybalboa, Sunderland, United Kingdom, about 7 hours ago

War correspondent, i blame Hilary and McCain for starting the war, so blame them

ReplyNew Comment 361

Click to rate

Suey100, Lincoln, United Kingdom, about 7 hours ago

The stark reality is if you are in a war torn country you risk getting killed. War is war.

ReplyNew Comment 365

Click to rate

KornWallaceFreedom, Houston, United States, about 9 hours ago

Just shows the wasps know who is kicking their nest. Don't be surprised when you get stung.

ReplyNew Comment 345

Click to rate

My Pointless Views, Portsmouth, United Kingdom, about 9 hours ago

As predictable, the Assad supporters and apologists are out in force on here again. Now red arrow
away in his support, go on.......!

2 of 3 replies See all replies

ReplyNew Comment 6714

Click to rate

billyelton, Peterborough, United Kingdom, about 3 hours ago

Assad has an appointment in The Hague soon !!

161
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brez129, Liverpool, United Kingdom, about 3 hours ago

I nominate both Presidents Putin, and Assad for the Nobel Peace Prize!

013

Click to rate

Lameduck, Birmingham, United Kingdom, about 10 hours ago

Sorry, but if you are a war correspondent in a war zone, getting killed is one of the risks. She knew
it.

ReplyNew Comment 673

Click to rate

wolfshead., Albion, United Kingdom, about 10 hours ago

She was a brilliant and fearless journalist and would put herself in harms way to get to the truth.
For those on here who are trying to excuse Putin and Assad, the Syrian forces knew exactly where
the news teams were staying and deliberately targeted them and it is when the journalists were
evacuating the building that is when Marie Colvin was killed. So to those who are whinging about
her, she had more balls than any of the keyboard warriors on here.

ReplyNew Comment 6433

Click to rate

Star037, Surrey., about 9 hours ago

I'm not sure why you're red arrowed.I totally agree.Far more worth & gumption than most.

4419

Click to rate

AnyfrievaPoliva, irvine, United States, about 10 hours ago

arg, I'm a bloody pirate I tell ya with a parrot on me shoulder, arg

ReplyNew Comment 1042

Click to rate

Mosiff, Walsall, about 10 hours ago

How stupid are some of you people she wasn't collateral damage she was purposely targeted by
the Syrians. That is pretty plain seeing that they celebrated when they heard of her death. The
Syrians have targeted any journalist who is on the ground and reports what is going on to silence
any criticism of their methods. Don't believe the Russian trolls on here.

ReplyNew Comment 6123

Click to rate

Lameduck, Birmingham, United Kingdom, about 9 hours ago

Yeah right, you don't use rocket artillery to target one individual.

1139
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daughter's face 
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Kim Kardashian
shows off her curves
in microscopic hot pink
bikini during Turks and
Caicos vacation
Put her famous figure on
display in Caribbean

Nicki Minaj's seductive
pose for new song Chun
Li resembles Lil' Kim's
Hard Core image
The 35-year-old singer
shared a photo to
Instagram 

Katie Holmes seems to
be following in ex Tom
Cruise's footsteps as
she takes on action role
The 39-year-old actress
transformed into an FBI
agent saving a senator 

Cardi B is 'prepared'
for motherhood... but
admits she only 'kinda,
sorta' considered
abortion
Rapper made shocking
confession 

Dad's night off! Prince
William is spotted at
Aston Villa vs Cardiff
City soccer game -
leaving a heavily
pregnant Duchess of
Cambridge at home

Paulina Porizkova
shares adorable picture
of herself as a little girl
to mark 53rd birthday -
after posting a
SIZZLING snap in a tiny
pink bikini
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NeNe Leakes steps out
in Gucci T-shirt as pal
EJ Johnson looks chic
in crop top and mini
skirt
The reality stars started
their week right, enjoying
dinner out at Craig's 

Kylie Minogue dazzles
in a floor-length pink
and gold gown as she
promotes new album
Golden in Germany
Made an appearance on
the Markus Lanz show

Legendary model
Claudia Schiffer, 47,
looks chic in leopard
print scarf and skinny
jeans as she steps out
with her daughters in
NYC

Jennifer Lopez's
trainer Tracy Anderson,
43, reveals fit abs as
she says singer 'never
hates on herself'
Talks about J. Lo's
confidence

Jessica Simpson lifts
the lid on her VERY
active sex life with
hubby Eric Johnson as
she jokes they 'always
practice' making babies
Haven't slowed down 

Bad Girls Club reality
TV star Nicky Vargas is
arrested while topless
for giving oral sex to her
boyfriend in the parking
lot of a Florida
apartment complex 

Carrie Underwood
says her face 'is healing
really nicely' after
getting 50 stitches
Singer shared an update
with fans, saying she's
'doing pretty darn good' 

Diane Kruger is
comfortably chic in
fuzzy teddy bear coat
and personalized
Christian Dior handbag
as she steps out in New
York City

Taylor Swift fan robs
bank and throws cash
onto her Rhode Island
home in hopes of
impressing star
The suspect was arrested
last week

Cindy Crawford and
mini-me daughter Kaia
Gerber coordinate in
b&w outfits in Beverly
Hills
The supermodel easily
defied her 52 years 

Pregnant Zara Tindall
cuts a somber figure as
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she joins her mother
Princess Anne for the
funeral of equestrian
sport commentator Mike
Tucker

Gretchen Rossi stuns
in gold bandage dress
as she joins Real
Housewives stars in
West Hollywood
Big get together at Craig's
restaurant

Marie Osmond, 58,
proves Hollywood
friendships DO last as
she poses with pal
Priscilla Presley, 72
Old pals spent some time
together

Chris Pine and
Annabelle Wallis
pictured together for the
first time at swanky
dinner in Malibu amid
romance rumors
Pair looked smitten

Emily Blunt nearly
missed the chance to
work with husband
John Krasinski in his
directorial debut A Quiet
Place
Smash hit new movie

Seth Meyers reveals
wife Alexi Ashe gave
birth to second son on
Sunday....in the LOBBY
of their NYC apartment
building
Cops helped cut the cord

Brandi Glanville runs
into former RHOBH co-
stars Lisa Rinna and
Erika Jayne at Craig's
restaurant in West
Hollywood
She left with a man

EXCLUSIVE:  Amazing
secret A-list life of
Leonardo DiCaprio's
Scottish stepdad who is
spittting image of 'the
most interesting man in
the world' 

Emma Slater and
Sasha Farber of
Dancing With The Stars
enjoy their honeymoon
in Mexico
Pair held hands as they
frolicked on beach

Proof Meghan visits a
psychic like Princess
Diana did? Makeup
artist publicly thanks
royal bride-to-be for
recommending a 'truly
gifted intuitive'
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Emily Ratajkowski lets
her chest do the talking
as she leaves Today
show in New York City
The 26-year-old model
showed off her incredible
body 

Ricky Martin regrets
not coming out in
'horrible' Barbara
Walters interview from
2000
Ceteran journalist
cornered the pop star

Emmy Rossum shows
off her tanned legs in a
darling white shirtdress
on shopping trip with
husband in Los Angeles
The pair spent some
quality time together

Michael B Jordan of
Black Panther tells
Men's Health he wants
to build
'Intergenerational
wealth'
Create legacy for family

Amy Schumer admits
she eats carbs 'almost
every single night' after
romantic honeymoon to
Milan with chef hubby
Chris Fischer
Talking to Colbert 

Victoria Beckham has
her hair styled by
daughter Harper as she
shares sweet Instagram
snap
Star, 43, showed off a
very different look 

Gwen Stefani
announces Las Vegas
residency and thinks
about marrying Blake
Shelton 'all the time'
Show starts in Sin City 
on June 27

Pictured: Brad Pitt and
MIT genius Neri Oxman
pose together in
previously-unseen snap
as SIX MONTH
relationship is revealed
Posted on social media

Candice Swanepoel
puts naked baby bump
on display as she
announces she's six
months along
The 29-year-old model
stripped off

Princess Diana's
bridesmaid India Hicks
reveals she's STILL got
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her flower crown from
the wedding day in 1981
and says it 'brings back
fantastic memories'

Human Ken Doll
introduces Jessica
Alves: 'Gender fluid'
Rodrigo dons skimpy
red lingerie and a black
wig as he dresses up as
a woman

Sofia Vergara's ex-
fiance Nick Loeb
compares his embryo
battle with Modern
Family star to slavery
Pair locked in a bitter
lawsuit since 2015 

Socialite Tamara
Beckwith, 47, shows off
age-defying figure in
VERY small bikini as
she sizzles on Miami
Beach with husband
Giorgio Veroni

Emily Ratajkowski
says she is glad 'all
sizes' are now
accepted... even though
she's only 119lbs
Model and actress posed
in skimpy bikini

Rachel McAdams
'gives birth to a baby
boy' with boyfriend after
keeping pregnancy
private
First child for the 39-year-
old actress

'Money, money and
lots more money': Bill
Cosby's lawyer calls
sexual assault accuser
Andrea Constand a 'con
artist' who framed the
comedian 

Ashley Graham gets
her T-shirt wet and
leaves little to the
imagination in sizzling
new Sports Illustrated
video
Model looked amazing

WWE star Paige, 25,
CONFIRMS retirement
after suffering horror
'stinger' neck injury in
NYC bout just as she
was putting sex tape
scandal behind her

Mel B divorce tell-all!
America's Got Talent
judge 'signs deal to pen
explosive and moving'
book about her
marriage to ex-husband
Stephen Belafonte
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Porn star Nikki Benz
sues adult film studio
Brazzers, director Tony
T and co-star Ramon
Nomar for $5M over
'sexual assault during
unscripted scene'

Novak Djokovic shares
a kiss with wife Jelena
as Serbian tennis ace
takes a break from
training in Marbella,
Spain
Married for four years

Cardi B reveals she
got illegal $800 butt
injections from a
basement in Queens,
NY, and it LEAKED for
five days afterward
Shocking confession

Revenge actress Emily
VanCamp displays her
endless legs in elegant
shift as she promotes
new show The Resident
in London  
Thigh-skimming outfit

Queen Letizia looks
her elegant best as she
and King Felipe perform
their first engagement
as a couple following
her 'tense' exchange
with her mother-in-law

Aziz Ansari emerges
after sex harassment
claims, sitting courtside
at the Knicks with Chris
Rock and new Masters
champion Patrick Reed,
before hugging LeBron

Harry and Meghan's
engagement
photographer reveals
the couple were 'so
deliciously in love' - and
insists no effort was
needed to capture it

Actress Blanca
Blanco, 37, displays her
sculpted abs in cropped
yellow T-shirt as she
steps out in Malibu
She looked as sweet as
honey

Revealed: The anti-
ageing secret that
keeps QueenElizabeth 
looking youthful as she
turns 92 (and it's all
down to those holidays
at Balmoral Castle) 

Brooklyn Beckham's
new girlfriend Lexi
Wood compares herself
to sex toys in raunchy
unearthed interview...

 following his shock split
from Chloe Moretz

 

Barack Obama WON'T
be going to Prince Harry
and Meghan Markle's
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wedding next month
and nor will Donald
Trump as neither of
them is invited 

Gigi Hadid hides her
figure wearing
sweatshirt and jeans as
she heads to a photo
shoot in New York
The 22-year-old stunner
sported a heavy sweater 

'I had some wine':
Jennifer Garner gets
drunk and explores the
contents of her
backpack for bizarre
Instagram video
Getting the drinks in

Ripped! Sammi
'Sweetheart' Giancola
posts loved-up pics with
hunky new boyfriend to
Instagram
Flaunted her new man on
social media

Brad Pitt takes up
woodwork to heal
broken heart: Actor
immersed himself in
furniture design
following split from
Angelina Jolie

Katy Perry ends any
notion of feud between
her and pop stars
Madonna and Lady
Gaga
Pop star, 33, opened up
on American Idol 

Scott Disick, 34, takes
girlfriend Sofia Richie,
19, for a romantic
meal... as bikini-clad ex
Kourtney Kardashian
sizzles on holiday
Date night 

Irish actor Stuart
Townsend lists his
sprawling Spanish-style
Malibu mansion,
overlooking the ocean,
for $5.25 million
Charlize Theron's ex

Vanderpump Rules'
James Kennedy hurls
insults at Kristen Doute
as 'hooking up' rumor
gains strength
Jax had a meltdown and
was thrown out of Sur

EXCLUSIVE: 'Some
people go the full hog
and look crazy!'
RHONY's Bethenny
Frankel opens up about
getting more plastic
surgery
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Emily Ratajkowski
poses TOPLESS in her
latest provocative selfie
after stepping out in
New York City
Returned to the east
coast from Los Angeles

Miniature Donald
Trump grandson Luke -
complete with junior
quiff - says 'hi y'all' to
his grandparents on the
other side of family in
photo shared by Lara

Instagram star Skye
Wheatley showcases
her gym honed
physique and bronzed
frame in red bikini as
she lounges in a bean
bag in Bali

Royal bride practice!
Meghan Markle takes
the lead at cutting the
celebration cake on her
school graduation day
aged just 11 
Unearthed 1993 video 

Eva Longoria looks
ready to pop on TV's
Ellen but still has weeks
to go before birth of first
child
Draped baby bump in a
figure-hugging red dress

Inside hospital where
Duchess Kate will give
birth: Mom reveals
VERY luxurious
facilities inside $8,360-
a-night maternity ward
(including a wine list)

Camila Cabello rocks
black lace costume to
kick off first solo tour
Never Be The Same in
Vancouver
Former Fifth Harmony
singer wowed fans

Heidi Pratt cradles her
baby son Gunner as she
enjoys a hike in Santa
Monica... after revealing
she's got her pre-baby
body back
Cooing over her baby

DJ Khaled brings his
17-month-old son
Asahd to his FIRST-
EVER basketball game
in their native Miami
Raooer cheered on the
Heat with fiancee Nicole 

Radiant in red! Queen
Maxima makes a
statement in scarlet as
she visits the Royal
Concertgebouw
Orchestra in
Amsterdam

King Juan Carlos is all
smiles as he leaves
hospital following knee
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operation - after royal
family's awkward
encounter was caught
on camera

Charlize Theron dons
an all-black outfit for
grocery shopping in Los
Angeles with daughter
August
She is a single mom-of-
two

Model misery:
Victoria's Secret hottie
Barbara Palvin reveals
she is 'constantly at war
with her body trying to
adhere to fashion
industry's criteria'

Kim Zolciak calls
Marlon Wayans 'pretty
disgusting' for
comparing her face to
White Chicks character
He transformed into a
white woman 

Chloe Moretz emerges
for the first time since
ex Brooklyn Beckham
was spotted kissing
model Lexi Wood... and
her friendship ring is
OFF

Elsa Hosk steps away
from her modelling
duties to enjoy thrilling
basketball game with
pals in NYC
Sitting front row with her
pals

Milla Jovovich and her
Resident Evil filmmaker
husband Paul W.S.
Anderson list their
1960s, three-bedroom
Beverly Hills pavilion
for $4.5 million

Fans left stunned by
Chris Hemsworth's
youthful mother and
father after Hollywood
hunk posts picture of
his very good-looking
family 

Cardi B jokes about
her pregnancy reveal as
she makes Tonight
Show history as first
ever co-host alomgside
Jimmy Fallon
Growing baby bump

Rose McGowan steps
out in an orange jacket
after preliminary
hearing for drug
possession is
rescheduled
All smiles in NYC
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Selma Blair shows off
her boho style in
billowing yellow gown
with chic sandals for LA
juice run  
The Cruel Intentions star
was a vision

Thandie Newton rages
at British Airways after 
flight is delayed for six
hours then CANCELED -
just months after she
starred in video for
airline

'Yesterday I officially
became divorced':
Russell Crowe finalizes
split from Danielle
Spencer ... five years
after their marriage
broke down 

Helen Mirren, 72, steps
out in printed pants and
stilettos as she heads
for lunch with Taylor
Hackford, 73, in LA
The actress cut a trendy
figure 

Usain Bolt's girlfriend
Kasi looks like a
Victoria's Secret model
for Carnival in Jamaica
Wore a skimpy white and
metallic swimsuit with
white wings strapped on

Debby Ryan shows off
her toned tummy in tiny
crop top at Cover
Versions premiere
Former Disney star
showed she's all grown
up

Gabrielle Union stuns
in a figure-hugging red
dress as she joins Kelly
Bensimon at Night of
Opportunity Gala in New
York
On the red carpet

Khloe Kardashian
shows cleavage in
sports bra as she posts
on Snapchat while
waiting to give birth
Pregnant star is expecting
first child

Angelina Jolie heaps
praise on Queen
Elizabeth: Actress calls
monarch 'really lovely
lady' for her dedication
to forest conservation in
Africa

Game Of Thrones star
Sophie Turner's
SECRET Instagram
account revealed...
which has already
racked up 22,000
followers

Prince William praises
'extraordinary example'
of author who rebuilt his
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life after a stranger
talked him out of
jumping off a bridge 
Remarkable story

'Out of this world!'
Shanina Shaik stuns
fans with her flawless
complexion as she
sizzles in beachside
selfie
Model took to Instagram

Tyra Banks struts her
stuff in plunging top
and pencil skirt
following Daily Show
appearance in NYC 
Busy promoting her new
book Perfect Is Boring

Tallulah Willis puts her
phenomenal legs on
parade in minuscule
shorts on low-key day
out
Stepping out in Los
Angeles

Big pals! Selma Blair
and Parker Posey hug
each other as they
dazzle on the red carpet
at Lost In Space
premiere in LA 
Sweetest Thing stars

Julie Bowen from
Modern Family treats
her three sons to a fun-
filled trip to Disneyland
after split 
She recently split from her
husband of 13 years

Christie Brinkley, 64, is
a beauty in pinstripes
and leather at America
Inside Out premiere in
NYC
The Uptown Girl was clad
in an all-black 

Getting of fresh air:
Jennie Garth is seen
without wedding ring for
the first time since Dave
Abrams filed for divorce
Her husband filed for
divorce on Friday

Ex-Cosby Show
actress stages topless
protest at Bill Cosby's
retrial as she charges at
actor with word 'rapist'
and names of alleged
victims written on body

Kourtney Kardashian
one-ups sister Kim with
sexy bikini snap as she
calls herself Sporty
Spice
Mom-of-three looked
stunning in Caribbean
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Dakota Fanning and
beau Henry Frye bundle
up while strolling arm-
in-arm through New
York
Dakota went for a stroll
though Manhattan

Prince Charles lays a
wreath at Darwin war
memorial in Australia to
honor fallen soldiers
during final day of his
tour Down Under
He wore service medals

Outgoing Vogue
Editor-In-Chief Anna
Wintour sparkles in
shiny colorful dress and
trademark shades at
awards show in NYC
Fashion icon

D&G darlings! Lady
Amelia Windsor
sparkles in sequins as
she joins Lady Kitty
Spencer for a party
celebrating the designer
in New York

Extra co-host Mark
Wright exhibits his
chiseled abs as he
wipes away sweat
during soccer game in
Los Angeles
Feeling the heat

Young love! Chandler
Powell, 21, dotes on
girlfriend Bindi Irwin, 19,
as they step out in
Queensland...after fans
urge the pair to get
married

Laura Ingraham
returns to Fox News
after David Hogg attack
with rambling
monologue about the
'left's plot to silence
conservatives'

Jessica Biel and Jamie
Chung play with
adorable puppies at
American Express event
in New York
Delighted as they
frolicked with puppies

Falcons QB Matt Ryan
and his wife announce
they are proud parents
of TWIN boys after
keeping news secret
because they were born
two months premature

Mariska Hargitay and
husband Peter Hermann
attend special NYC
screening of I Am
Evidence 
She produced the HBO
documentary

All smiles! Kendra
Wilkinson takes 8-year-
old son Hank to Lost In
Space premiere after
filing for divorce
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She has recently filed
for divorce

Gory scenes! Gina
Rodriguez drenched in
'blood' as she films
stabbing scene for new
Netflix rom-com
Someone Great
Cameras rolling

Amber Heard quietly
donates millions to
Children's Hospital Los
Angeles after making
pledge in 2016 to give
Johnny Depp divorce
settlement to charity

Antonio Banderas, 57,
refused to retire after
heart attack because he
didn't want to live like
he's 'already dead'
Actor, 57, was rushed to
hospital last year 

Justin Bieber stops to
check on man who
collapsed in the street
in Los Angeles
He was on his was to his
car after leaving Barry's
Bootcamp

Desilu trademark
created by Lucille Ball
and Desi Arnaz at
center of trademark
infringement lawsuit
Has become the focus of
a legal dispute

Jenna Dewan looks
pensive as she hits Los
Angeles day spa
without her wedding
ring following shock
Channing Tatum split
Enjoying some 'me time'

So now he's a family
guy! Conor McGregor
shares snap with
girlfriend and son after
attacking bus of MMA
rivals, as troubled star
remains in NYC

Wedding belles! Paris
Hilton confirms Nicole
Richie will be invited to
her upcoming wedding
as she says 'all my girls
will be invited'
Should be emotional

Mark Hamill continues
galactic adventures with
wife Marilou York at
Lost In Space premiere
Attended the Netflix Lost
In Space season one
premiere in Los Angeles

Hailey Baldwin and
Ashley Graham are
effortlessly stylish with
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matching hairdos at
the Infinity Awards in
NYC
The models were on the
same style page 

Masters champion
Patrick Reed visits the
Stock Exchange and
Empire State building
before heading to
Madison Square Garden
to watch the Knicks

Five cases of sex
abuse allegations
against writer and
director James Toback
are dropped because
they are outside the
statute of limitations 

Melania Trump looks
radiant in figure-
hugging red as she
welcomes a group of
middle school kids to
the White House for
discussion about their
daily 'struggles'

Rachel Weisz and
Daniel Craig hold hands
as they show their
support at Night of
Opportunity Gala in New
York
The Bond star

He's the daddy! Rod
Stewart, 73, poses with
his four sons aged 37 to
seven in sweet family
snap shared by
photographer wife
Penny Lancaster 

Festival fun! Daphne
Joy is feeling the
Coachella vibe in curve-
highlighting strapless
bikini
The model made the
announcement on
Instagram

Pink lady! Naomi
Watts is pretty in pink
as she wears stylish
gown with black floral
detailing to Tribeca Ball
The actress hit the town
in New York

Kim Kardashian
shares stunning bikini
snap taken by sister
Kourtney during Turks
and Caicos vacation
She has a habit of
showing off her curves

Model behavior! Kaia
Gerber channels mom
Cindy Crawford in black
motorcycle jacket at
dinner with dad and
brother 
She's fresh off the jet 
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Proud mama! Heidi
Montag proudly reveals
that she is back to her
post-baby body after
welcoming son in
October
She gave birth last year

Re-living the glory
days! Today's Dylan
Dreyer and husband
Brian dress up in VERY
flamboyant outfits for
80s prom-themed party
The meteorologist

Ready to drop! Khloe
Kardashian producing
new series about
murderous sisters... as
she prepares to give
birth
Expecting first child

David Schwimmer
says society needs to
'recognize a spectrum
of bad behavior' amid
#MeToo movement
The Friends star gave his
view

Bill Cosby flashes a
smile leaving court on
first day of his sexual
assault retrial where
accuser's lawyer
reveals he paid Andrea
Constand $3.4 MILLION 

Jenny Mollen explains
why she doesn't show
her 4-year-old son's
face in Instagram snaps
The actress wants to do
her best to keep her
children's life private

Mean Girls Broadway
musical reveals 'first
look' video of the show
after star-studded
opening night
Clip was posted to
YouTube 

Baring it all! Stormy
Daniels will pose NUDE
for upcoming
Penthouse Magazine
issue and has revealed
details about Trump
'that Anderson Cooper
didn't ask' 

Kate Beckinsale's ex
Michael Sheen, 49,
'dating Aisling Bea, 34':
Did the actor swap
Sarah Silverman, 47, for
a younger comic? 
Four years with Sarah

'Sounds like President
Trump!' Queen quips
joke about The Donald
and his helicopter in
rare candid footage shot
with David
Attenborough

'Tell him I am free for
dinner!' Real
Housewives Of New
York's Bethenny Frankel
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reveals she wants to
date Russell Crowe
Declared herself single 

'I'll just talk because I
can't hear you!'
Australian interviewer's 
VERY awkward chat
with Real Housewives
of New York's Bethenny
Frankel

Diego Boneta of
Scream Queens in talks
for human role in
Terminator reboot
New film will apparently
see Diego as a man
rather than a machine

Newlywed bliss! Amy
Schumer and husband
Chris Fischer are
sophisticated chic as
they arrive in style to
Late Show 
Promoting I Feel Pretty

Proud grandpa!
Beyonce's father
Matthew Knowles thinks
Blue Ivy will become a
star
Follow in her famous
parents footsteps

Flying high! Emily
Blunt and John
Krasinski carry
daughters as they arrive
at JFK Airport in NYC
after their movie A Quiet
Place tops box office

Brooke Burke, 46,
breaks her silence on
split from Dave Charvet
as she says she is
'deeply saddened'
Ex-DWTS star filed for
divorce after seven years

On tour! Lea Michele
and Darren Criss to hit
the road together for
nine-date summer tour
Starting in late May, the
duo will play nine shows
in nine different cities

'It's a big thrill!' Jinger
Duggar and her
husband Jeremy Vuolo
happily reveal they are
expecting a baby girl as
mom-to-be shares new
image of growing bump

'I've just been taking
some quiet time to
myself': Jessica
Origliasso thanks fans
for their support as she
breaks her silence after
her split with Ruby Rose

'It's a waste of your
time': Mom-to-be Cardi
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B opens up about
being in a GANG linked
to Bloods but says she
would not recommend it
to others

Brighter than the sun!
Rita Ora turns heads in
bold yellow coat as she
steps out for another
busy day in New York
Hot Right Now singer
wore retro glasses

Actress Natalie
Portman cradles toddler
daughter Amalia in
papoose while out in
Los Angeles
Little girl turned one year
old last month

'Get married already!'
Fans urge Bindi Irwin to
wed her longtime beau
as couple pack on the
PDA at Chandler
Powell's brother
Cameron's nuptials

Back to it! Makeup free
Naomi Watts cuts a
casual figure in a coat
and leggings in New
York...after enjoying a
break in Mexico
The holiday's over 

Juice on the go! Diane
Kruger shows off her
fashionable flare in pink
coat and ripped jeans
while out in New York
She opted for casual chic 

Pamela Anderson's ex
Tommy Lee appears to
sport black eye while
out in LA... after
dropping charges
against son Brandon
Been in the wars again?

Posing up! Malin
Akerman makes a bold
statement in a bright
blue dress as she stops
by SiriusXM in New York
She stars alongside The
Rock in the sci-fi flick,
Rampage

Model Elsa Hosk gets
motors running at
Ferrari shoot in Malibu...
before dazzling on the
D&G runway at the Met
in the New York 
Swedish stuuner is 29

'They are doing great':
Kylie Jenner and Travis
Scott have been
brought 'closer
together' by baby
daughter Stormi

 Got pregnant quickly
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Tia Mowry reveals 'it
was hard for me to get
pregnant' as she
expects baby girl
Has second child on way
with husband Cory
Hardrict

James Stunt's
'girlfriend' Samantha
Rowley flaunts her
ample assets in skimpy
string bikini as she
soaks up the sun in
Miami

Cardi B's sister
Hennessy appears to
accidentally reveal sex
of rapper's baby in
gushing Instagram post
Admitted she was
pregnant on SNL 

Karlie Kloss looks fab
in plaid as she delivers
talk on getting more
young women into the
tech world during visit
to London
Stunning supermodel

Janice Dickinson gets
styled by Nikki Lund as
model is expected to
appear in court for Bill
Cosby's retrial
She accused TV star of
sexual harassment

Back with a bang!
Ivanka Trump heads to
work in a bold form-
fitting red dress after
vacation with Jared
Kushner's family in
Wyoming

Conor McGregor
breaks his silence with
cryptic Instagram post
featuring photo of
himself and a PRAYING
emoji...after explosive
incident in NYC

Khloe Kardashian
says she was NOT close
to Kim and Kourtney as
a kid because she
looked 'different'
Mom-to-be opened up
about her sisters

Dazzling Reese
Witherspoon, 42, looks
ever youthful in spring
dress... after wearing a 
'fantastic' shirt while
leaving a workout in Los
Angeles

Gina Rodriguez laughs
on New York City set of
her new Netflix rom-com
as she goes for the
layered look
She is producing her new
comedy 

HBO's president of
programming says Big
Little Lies stars 'earned'
their massive raises -
after another exec said
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the network was
'raped' by show's new
budget

Kim Kardashian
reveals she's 'living
hardcore in the gym'
after upset star received
fan backlash over
THOSE 'unflattering'
bikini pictures

Kylie Jenner poses in
new green lipstick
which some fans have
said looks like Stormi's
'baby poop'
The green/brown has
attracted comments

Teaming up!
Fleetwood Mac fires
guitarist Lindsey
Buckingham... and
enlists Mike Campbell
and Neil Finn for tour
Back together

Mariah Carey pokes
fun at herself with a
hilarious meme, sharing
a VERY unflattering
throwback snap
alongside airbrushed
album artwork

Jennifer Lopez flashes
cleavage in Vegas...
after beau Alex
Rodriguez gushes about
their romance
The 48-year-old star
posted a closeup 

Luann de Lesseps
beams in LA... after
claiming she was
groped by Russell
Simmons in 2015
She has had a turbulent
few months

Ariana Grande is a kid
again as she wears
Minnie Mouse ears on
Disneyland trip with
pals
Singer, 24, was spotted
enjoying a day at Disney

Amy Schumer and
husband Chris Fischer
take hand-in-hand stroll
before comedy actress
has poker game with
her father
Tied the knot February

Kim Kardashian
shows off her tiny waist
and shapely curves as
she paddleboards in a
bikini  
Reality star posted a
video clip from vacation 

Tyra Banks flaunts her
legs in flirty cut-out LBD
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as she leaves The
View in New York
The 44-year-old TV
personality looked
flawless 

Lily James and
Jessica Brown Findlay
enjoy a Downton Abbey
reunion at The
Guernsey Literary &
Potato Peel Pie Society
world premiere 

Amal Clooney cuts a
chic figure in LBD and
cream coat as she steps
out in New York City 
Another busy day for
mom of two and human
rights lawyer

Jennifer Lawrence is
in great spirits as she's
pictured on a date with
a hunky pal in New York
City
Hunger Games hottie, 27,
looked very happy

Vivica A. Fox's
Sharknado 6
castmates Tara Reid, Ian
Ziering, and Cassie
Scerbo attend her book
bash
She defied her 53 years 

Scott Disick, 34, is
stony-faced as he is
stopped by police while
driving with girlfriend
Sofia Richie, 19, in Los
Angeles after doing an
'illegal turn'

'No airbrushing, no
problem!' Plus-size
model Iskra Lawrence
confidently flaunts her
booty and 'thick thighs'
in bikini shots
Displayed her curves

'I was shedding skin':
Former Vogue editor
Alexandra Shulman
says that stepping down
from her post made her
look like a '190-year-old
woman'

Samuel L Jackson
says Hollywood still has
a long way to go dealing
with racial equality...
despite Black Panther's
staggering success
Setting box office records

Sex pest Josh Duggar
joins his family on visit
to Chip and Joanna
Gaines' Magnolia
compound in Waco
Joined by Michelle, 
Deanna, Mary and Josh
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ADVERTISEMENT

DON'T MISS
Model royal! Lady

Amelia Windsor, 22,
sparkles in an elegant
jewel-studded corset -
and flashes a hint of
thigh - as she attends
D&G show in New York

Emily Blunt drinks
'disgusting' oil of
oregano to cure her
colds... despite the fact
it 'burns your throat'
Actress has VERY
interesting remedy 

Gabrielle Union
praises 'one of my
favorite co-stars'
Jessica Alba on Today
Pai are appearing n a TV
pilot spun off from the Bad
Boys films

Mom-to-be Cardi B
admits she didn't trust
fiancé Offset until he
proposed... and reveals
his friends once 'called
her a DOG'
Expecting first child

Paula Patton is totally
transformed as she
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unveils new blonde
hair while shopping for
groceries in Malibu
Robin Thicke's ex looked
VERY different 

Kris Jenner says
daughter Khloe
Kardashian is 'scared'
about having her baby...
as reality star preps for
imminent birth
First tot for reality star

Kathleen Turner is still
called 'dad' by Matthew
Perry... after Friends
guest stint when she
played his father
Charles
Pair have stuck to joke

Caitlyn Jenner, 68, 
dons denim shorts for
dinner with constant
companion Sophia
Hutchins, 22, in Los
Angeles
Close since last June

American Pie singer
Don McLean's MUCH
younger girlfriend Paris
Dylan, 24, flaunts her
cleavage in playful
lingerie
He is 73 this year

Bryce Dallas Howard
admits she has been
'scared off' asking for
better pay... as she
feared being replaced
The 27-year-old actress
opened up to Redbook

Khloe Kardashian
reveals she is due ANY
MINUTE as she shares
kissing photo with
Tristan
She has been staying
with him in Cleveland

Amy Adams goes
glam-free in Los
Angeles as she totes
takeaway snack and
green drink
Cut casual figure as she
grabbed takeout snack 

Kate and Wills WON'T
know if they are having
a boy or a girl until the
baby is delivered as
countdown begins with
parking suspended
outside hospital

Just like mom!
Catherine Zeta-Jones,
48, and look-alike
daughter make elegant
pair at the Dolce &
Gabbana Alta Moda
event
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Ariana Grande to
release her first new
music since the
Manchester Arena terror
attack in England last
year
Singer, 24, back in fold 

Cardi B covers up her
bump in an elaborate
denim jacket as
pregnant rapper heads
out after big reveal
She confirmed her
pregnancy this weekend 

A VERY racy royal
girlfriend! Son of
Norway's Crown
Princess Mette Marit is
dating a former Playboy
model known for her
bikini snaps

'Overwhelmed by him':
Actress Teresa Palmer
gushes about one-year-
old son Forest as the
adorable pair cheekily
poke their tongues at
each other

Amy Schumer takes
on her dad Gordon in a
game of poker as she
visits his assisted living
facility in Beverly Hills 
He suffers from multiple
sclerosis.

Stunning AnnaLynne
McCord shows off her
lean legs as she poses
in glamorous lace gown
for VERY glmaorous
photo shoot
Actress looked amazing

Vacation mode!
America's Got Talent
judge Heidi Klum, 44,
goes topless as she
puts on a sexy display
with younger beau Tom
Kaulitz, 28, in Mexico

Carrie Underwood to
perform LIVE for first
time in FIVE MONTHS...
as she's recovered from
accident
Blonde beauty is set to
make a big comeback 

Angry animal lover
Ricky Gervais shares
shocking video of cruel
Chinese meat trade
featuring a man
slaughtering tied-up
dog with cleaver

Harry and Meghan
reveal passion for
women's rights and the
environment as they
name charities people
can donate to instead of
giving wedding gifts

Celebs DO love to get
dolled-up! Talented
artist creates tiny
replicas of A-list stars
including Jennifer
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Lawrence and Natalie
Portman using acrylics,
and dry pastels 

 

Real Housewives of
Atlanta star Kenya
Moore, 47, and husband
Marc Daly are expecting
their first child together
Reality star married
restaurant owner in 2017

Is that really you,
Mariah? New ad
campaign shows diva
throwing a tantrum after
an assistant booked her
into a $40-a-night hostel
in Barcelona

Chloe Moretz breaks
silence on Brooklyn
Beckham kiss: Actress
listens to Cardi B's new
'cheating' track after ex
was seen kissing model
Lexi Wood

Who is Neri Oxman?
The MIT professor that
stole Brad Pitt's heart
after Angelina Jolie split
The matinee idol is said to
be dating the academic

Paris Hilton and Nicole
Richie have a mini
Simple Life reunion...11
years after the show
ended
Hugely popular show ran
for four years

Ed Westwick steps out
with girlfriend Jessica
Serfaty in LA... as
fashion stylist accusing
him of sexual abuse
files official complaint
to the LAPD

Wild thing! Princess
Marie of Denmark, 42,
steps out in a leopard
print skirt with a
snakeskin bag as she
visits a school in
Copenhagen

Meghan's got talent!
Harry's wife-to-be
shows off star quality
as she sings and
dances at her school
graduation in front of
proud parents aged just
11

 'Holy s**t, your ex is
going to be a princess!'
RHONY's Bethenny
Frankel reveals she
dated Meghan Markle's
ex-husband Trevor
Engelson 

Has Meghan asked ex
Burberry chief to make
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her wedding dress?
Designer Henry Holland
reveals why he believes
Christopher Bailey may
have landed the job

Back on top! Ronda
Rousey wins her debut
WWE match as the
crowd cheered 'This is
awesome!' a year after
her disappointing UFC
comeback

Shine actor Geoffrey
Rush 'virtually
housebound, barely
eats, struggles to sleep
and wakes up with a
sense of dread' over 
sex abuse allegations 

Party time! Ali
Fedotowsky throws
beach baby shower with
pals including Kaley
Cuoco
She won hearts as The
Bachelorette

Drake parties with
bevy of girls as he
enjoys raucous night
out in London... after
surprising fans with
new single
Enjoying himself in UK

Conor McGregor's
father shows he is
standing by his shamed
UFC fighter after he
attacked rival fighters'
bus with Instagram post
about 'DNA'

Kris Jenner, 62,
flashes her legs in chic
mini dress alongside
beau Corey Gamble, 33,
at Daily Front Row
Awards
Date night for the duo

The morning after the
night before! Princess
Di's niece Lady Kitty
Spencer gets caught in
the rain in Gucci loafers
following appearance at
a NYC fashion show

Introducing Princess
Alice? Oddsmakers
reveal most popular
name for Kate and Wills'
baby (and it's closely
followed by PHILIP in a
nod to Queen's hubby)

Ryan Seacrest shows
he's a man of many
talents as he
impressively sings
Hello with Lionel Richie
on American Idol
The pair did a little duet
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Chewbacca gets into a
passionate embrace
and his age is FINALLY
revealed in new trailer
for Solo: A Star Wars
Story
Eagerly awaited movie  

Victoria and Albert in
color: Incredible archive
of thousands of never-
before seen digitized
photographs give a 
glimpse into life in the
Royal household

Pregnant Chrissy
Teigen shows off her
bump in plunging white
form-fitting dress as she
joins husband John
Legend at Daily Front
Row Awards

Kelly Osbourne beams
as she puts on
affectionate display with
mystery man in Malibu
Carrying a black jacket
and her beloved
Pomeranian dog, Polly

Queen Letizia of Spain
beams as she attends
an awards ceremony in
Madrid - after putting on
a united front with her
mom-in-law following
taped 'tense' exchange

You Keep Me Hangin'
On singer Kim Wilde,
57, wows fans with her
'amazing' ageless
appearance on TV... as
she claims she has had
NO plastic surgery

'We've never had a
fight': Bernie Taupin
reveals secrets to his
50-year partnership with
Elton John, and how he
has to write their songs
in complete seclusion

Bella Hadid shows off
her supermodel figure
in skimpy checked
dress as she makes
animated appearance at
TAG bash in Tokyo
Enviably slender frame

Revealed: The Queen's
perfumer has created a
bespoke fragrance for
Meghan to wear on her
wedding day - and it's a
citrus scent inspired by
the Mediterranean

Brooke Burke beams
as she steps out with
kids after David Charvet
split
The pair annouced they
are divorcing after seven
years 

Matt Damon is given an
Australian tour by new
BFF Chris Hemsworth
as the two spend time
with their families at a
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school sports day in
Byron Bay, Australia

PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Janice Dickinson jets in
to Pennsylvania to give
evidence at Bill Cosby's
retrial after claiming she
was raped by the comic
Getting 24/7 security

Catching up! Kourtney
Kardashian has dinner
with her kids and
Kendall Jenner in
Malibu after her island
getaway with boytoy
Younes 

Stormy Daniels' lawyer
says he'll release
composite sketch of the
man who 'threatened'
her and offer a reward
to identify him
TOMORROW

It's still the word! As
Grease turns 40 years
old, FEMAIL catches up
on the lives and careers
of the hit musical's
biggest stars
They have changed a lot

Showdown
time!Things get heated
on Real Housewives Of
Atlanta Reunion as
NeNe Leakes says she's
'ready for the battle'
with Kim Zolciak

Blac Chyna 'is
confident' her Magic
Mountain brawl will not
affect joint custody
agreement with Rob
Kardashian over
daughter Dream

How THOR-tful! Chris
Hemsworth treats
parents to a night at the
Commonwealth Games
in Sydney as they watch
track events from
grandstands

Amelia Hamlin rocks
chic blazer dress as she
joins mother Lisa Rinna
and sister Delilah at
Daily Front Row Awards
after revealing anorexia
battle

Beach babe! Blanca
Blanco sprints on the
sand while showing fit
physique in tiny pink
striped bikini in Malibu
The 37-year-old actress
hit the beach 

Boy George admits he
accidentally watched
How To Get Away With
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Murder instead of
Scandal... and got
through two SEASONS
before he realized

Pretty in pink! Hilaria
Baldwin showcases
baby bump with Alec on
red carpet at Mean Girls
Broadway opening night
She's pregnant with the
couple's third boy

Katy Perry squirms on
American Idol after her 

 religious parents call
her 'mouthy' as top 24
begin performing
They embarrassed their
superstar daughter

Paris Hilton, Emily
Ratajkowski and
pregnant Chrissy Teigen
take the plunge as they
lead the A-list glamour
at the Daily Front Row
Fashion Awards

A busty display! Sean
'Diddy' Combs shows
off girlfriend Cassie's
voluptuous curves in
white bikini on
Instagram
Enjoying their vacation 

Jersey Shore's Pauly
D keen to join forces
with stars from the UK's
Geordie Shore for wild
new show... but fears
'someone will end up
DYING'

Hiding out? Donald
Trump Jr dons
camouflage and poses
on cliff's edge during
trip in Spain after wife
Vanessa filed for
divorce in ugly split

'She's allowing Harry
to take the lead': Body
language expert reveals
Meghan's 'deference' for
Prince (compared to her
'lack of warmth' for her
first husband)

Making a splash!
Kourtney Kardashian
drops jaws in tiny bikini
during fun-filled
getaway to Turks and
Caicos
Star looked amazing

Sofia Vergara cuddles
up to hubby Joe
Manganiello in weekend
getaway snaps she
shares to Instagram
The couple tied the knot
in 2015
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Back to business!
Princess Mary of
Denmark dazzles
crowds at a finance
conference in
Copenhagen following a
family break in Verbier

Ripped! Justin Bieber
strips down for a dip in
Malibu swimming hole...
after earlier run in with
crazed fan
The popstar went for a
refreshing dip

Brooklyn Beckham is
engrossed in his phone
after being pictured with
new girlfriend... as he
joins dad David and
brothers at LA Galaxy
game

Watch out Willy
Wonka! Gwyneth
Paltrow gives son
Moses the sweetest
12th birthday party ever
at sugar pop-up
Candytopia in LA

'She's had a really
rough time': Friends
fear for 'heartbroken'
Ruby Rose after her
split with singer Jessica
Origliasso
OITNB star was rocked 

Paris Jackson nails
rocker chic in a khaki
green cami dress and
matching bomber jacket
at Daily Front Row
Awards
Michael Jackson's girl

Charlize Theron puts
on a very leggy display
in sexy leather shorts
and killer heels as she's
feted at San Francisco
Film Festival
Red carpet appearance

Jimmy Kimmel reveals
death threats he has
received against his
wife and young son
after Sean Hannity feud
as he apologizes to the
gay community

Puckering up! Heidi
Klum, 44, kisses new
boyfriend Tom Kaulitz,
28, as they arrive in
Mexico for romantic
vacation
Putting on the PDA

The Late Late Show's
James Corden and wife
Julia enjoy romantic
beach stroll as they
vacation in Cabo with
Molly Sims and Rachel
Zoe

Trump's sons spent
'$73,000 of TAXPAYERS
money' on their trip to
Dubai to attend lavish
wedding of their
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billionaire business
partner's daughter

Black Panther
surpasses Titanic to
enter top three of all-
time grossing films at
domestic box office
The Disney-Marvel
motion picture

Nicole Scherzinger is
hippie chic in a tie-dye
maxi as she steps out in
West Hollywood after
being axed from the X
Factor UK
Singer, 39, looked happy 

'Her dad, the
billionaire, seems like a
great guy': Jeremy
Meeks' murdering rapist
father says he's 'looking
forward' to meeting
Chloe and Philip Green

'I have no idea!' Blake
Lively admits fears
she's 'not equipped' for
motherhood as she and
husband Ryan Reynolds
act to protect their
young daughters

Prince Charles dons a
traditional feather
headband for an
Aboriginal welcome
ceremony before
enjoying a spiritual
blessing 

Naomie Harris exudes
elegance in a patterned
ballgown as she joins
co-star Dwayne
Johnson at Rampage
photocall in Shanghai
Moonlight actress

Couple goals! Blake
Lively hilariously trolls
Ryan Reynolds as she
compliments HERSELF
instead of husband
She took to Instagram
Sunday

Nicole Richie is stylish
in purple gown
embellished with silver
flowers at awards show
in LA
The 36-year-old flashed a
little cleavage 

Khloe Kardashian's
ex-boyfriend French
Montana launches a
menswear line for
BoohooMAN inspired by
his Moroccan heritage
Includes tropical prints

SPOILER The Walking
Dead: Negan fights
right-hand man Simon
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and vows to kill 'every
last one' of Rick's crew
Sunday's episode of the
show

Dakota Fanning
glitters in embellished
pink frock at Dolce &
Gabbana Alta Moda
event in NYC
At the Metropolitan Opera
House at Lincoln Center

Doting dad! Josh
Duhamel holds hands
with four-year-old son
Axl... amid rumors he's
dating actress Eiza
Gonzalez
Transformers actor

George Clooney
accepts a gift from
homeless man turned
actor Radioman in New
York City
He was stood outside
star's residence

Adrien Brody, 44, and
model girlfriend Lara
Lieto, 24, share
passionate kiss during
errand run
The couple looked very
much in love

Diane Kruger
showcases ample
bosom in off-the-
shoulder patterned
blouse at D&G event in
NYC
The actress is 41

She's a material girl!
Madonna, 59, puts on a
busty display in black
lace corset as she
poses for sultry snap in
Lisbon
Took to Instagram 

Prolific voice actor
and comedian Chuck
McCann who recorded
the famous line 'I'm
cuckoo for Cocoa
Puffs!' dies aged 83 
Very familiar TV face

Still causing trouble!
Guest reveals Conor
McGregor was 'being
rowdy' at Manhattan
hotel just hours after
getting released from
jail 

Rita Ora showcases
her off-duty style in bold
panelled joggers and a
sporty bumbag during
low-key stroll in New
York
Hot Right Now hitmaker
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Baywatch babe!
Charlotte McKinney
shows off her endless
legs in retro mini dress
at Daily Front Row
Awards
Donned tiny dress

Alex Rodriguez
FaceTimes Jennifer
Lopez during Ellen
show as DeGeneres
quizzes pair on how
they met
Ex-MLB star opened up

Kylie Jenner's
daughter Stormi is
lavished with love as
she meets her father
Travis Scott's family
Rapper took Stormi to
meet his relatives

A beaming Erica
Packer enjoys a day on
the water with friends in
Sydney as ex-husband
James continues
treatment for mental
health issues

Full of Glee! Lea
Michele and Zandy
Reich share a quick kiss
at lunch before heading
off on a hike with her
father
The duo puckered up for
all to see

Slam dunk! Eddie
Murphy and girlfriend
Paige Butcher stroll
hand-in-hand into
afternoon basketball
game 
Seen in LA

'My perverted
chihuahua has a thing
for my underwear':
Ruby Rose goes on
bizarre rant after finding
her dirty lingerie
scattered across yard

Elsa Pataky, 41, flaunts
her trim pins in a leather
jacket and electric blue
boots as she swaps her
trademark bohemian
style for an edgy look
for photo shoot

Playing with fire! Kim
Kardashian sizzles as
she showcases torso in
red string bikini during
Turks and Caicos trip
The 38-year-old shared
images and videos

Tiger Woods and ex-
wife Elin Nordegren are
'friends now' and 'get
along really well' 
'Closer now than they
were when they were
married,' an insider says

Sure to be a page-
turner! Chrissy Metz
wears colorful tropical
fish-themed dress for
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book signing in Los
Angeles
The This Is Us star

Vanessa Trump 'filed
for divorce from Donald
Trump Jr after her
family's multi-million
dollar windfall' from her
late father's
investments

A family affair!
Jennifer Garner and her
ex Ben Affleck put on a
united front as they take
their children to church 
In Pacific Palisades on
Sunday

Rumors continue to
swirl that Matt Damon is
planning a move Down
Under where his 'great
friend Chris Hemsworth
enjoys the quiet life
away from Hollywood'

Picture perfect!
Leonardo DiCaprio
shares snap with Dame
Jane Goodall and Moby
at 'inspiring' LA
fundraiser
Titanic actor went casual

Brooklyn Beckham
flashes new pin-up
tattoo which looks
VERY similar to Playboy
model new flame Lexi
Wood
Seen sharing a kiss 

Puppy love! Liev
Schreiber, 50, and
girlfriend Taylor Neisen,
26, dote on pet pooch
during bundled up NYC
outing
Quick trip to the dog park

Justin Bieber dodges
crazed female fan with
gift waiting for him in
parking lot after spin
class 
The pop star dodged a
determined female fan

Camila Cabello
bundles up as she
heads to Vancouver for
the first night of her tour
Miami singer's first ever
solo tour after leaving
Fifth Harmony

Mistress of Wendy
Williams' husband
ducks for cover and
runs a red light after
being spotted in New
York while still wearing
a huge diamond ring

Top of the crops! Emily
Ratajkowski showcases
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her flawless abs as
she strides through LAX
in Cup Noodles crop top
The newlywed model
grabbed a snack

Model behavior! Elsa
Hosk flaunts her
supermodel figure
wearing lace crop top
and matching skirt for
photo shoot
The 29-year-old stunner 

Depressed Elvis killed
himself, his ex-wife
says: Priscilla, 72,
claims he 'knew what he
was doing' when he
died from drug-related
heart attack

Kendra Wilkinson
reunites with Hank
Baskett for kids' soccer
game... days after filing
for divorce
She filed for divorce on
Friday

'Our next chapter
together': Cardi B and
Offset go social media
official with their baby
news after rapper
confirms pregnancy
Shared their happiness

Keeping it casual!
Justin Theroux rocks
ripped jeans and a
green coat as he enjoys
a casual Sunday in NYC
He has an apartment in
the West Village

Romee Strijd flashes
her trim waist as she
poses in yellow plaid
pants and fuzzy jacket
in NYC
She made the sidewalk
her runway

'He doesn't want to
grow old alone': Russell
Crowe is 'ready to debut
his new relationship
with mystery girlfriend'
after raking in $3.7M
from 'divorce auction'

A Quiet Place starring
John Krasinski and
Emily Blunt tops box
office as it debuts with
$50million
The thriller edged out
Ready Player One

Khloe Kardashian
cradles bump while
bouncing on 'birthing
ball' as she awaits
arrival of baby girl
Modeled a red and black
Nike sweater
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Then & wow, FEMAIL
unveil the women who
look better now than
ever: Elizabeth
McGovern
The transformation of
Downton Abbey star

Retail therapy!
Rihanna looks stunning
in a quirky floral skirt
and jacket as she goes
shopping in Italy
She hit the Gucci store in
Milan on Saturday

Olivier Awards 2018:
Bryan Cranston
declares 'older white
men' no longer have
'free reign' as he throws
his support behind
Time's Up movement

How Hamilton hip-
hopped to glory:
Musical dominates UK's
Olivier Awards and wins
seven of 13 categories
Broadway hit made it
across the pobd

Olivier Awards 2018:
Hamilton is the night's
big winner with seven
awards... but hit musical
fails to beat Harry Potter
And The Cursed Child's
record 

He's still got it! Prince
Charles mingles with
church parishioners
over a cup of tea - and
two excited fans can't
help but photobomb his
picture

Calamity Charles!
Prince, 69, says bits of
him 'keep falling off' and
here are the details of
the future king's huge
catalogue of injuries
over the years

'I'm 21, a Virgo, Cali-
Girl, and I have cystic
acne': Riverdale star Lili
Reinhart gets real about
skin issues with post
showing her using spot
treatment 

Benedict Cumberbatch
and his wife Sophie
Hunter enjoy date night
at star-studded
Avengers: Infinity War
fan event
Child-free night

Gavin Rossdale is
forced to halt his
performance and keep
zealous fans at bay as
they storm the stage
during Bush concert in
Atlantic City

Jenna Dewan spotted
without her wedding
ring as she steps out in
LA following Channing
Tatum split
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Slipped into a stylish
denim midi dress

Serena Williams
dances to remixed
nursery rhymes and
shows off mini-me
daughter Alexis
Olympia 
Posted a cute clip

Not a bad view! Bella
Hadid showcases
defined torso and
sizzling legs as she
poses in her underwear
against Tokyo skyline   
'Found in translation'

Elizabeth Olsen flaunts
her braless cleavage in
plunging leather dress
at star-studded
Avengers: Infinity War
fan event 
Hugged her figure

Brooklyn Beckham
splits with Chloe
Moretz: Teen is spotted
passionately kissing
Playboy model Lexi
Wood in West
Hollywood tattoo parlor

Fun in the sun! Reese
Witherspoon dances
with son Tennessee on
seaside veranda in flirty
blue dress
Beamed as she stood
behind her dancing son

Today's headlines Most Read
The real booster! Mark Zuckerberg sits tall
on an inches-thick extra cushion for his
Congressional testimony

Mark Zuckerberg tells Congress Facebook is
'working with' Mueller's investigators as
lawmakers demand...

Facebook will 'always' be free (at least, for
those who don't mind seeing ads), says
Zuckerberg

Check your Facebook account NOW: Site
launches a tool to reveal if your private data
has been compromised in...

'This has gone too far!' White House says
Trump has had it with Justice Department
targeting lawyer Michael...

European Commission investigators raid
Rupert Murdoch's Fox HQ in London as part
of continent-wide probe...

Apple iOS 11.3 update BREAKS iPhone 8
devices that have had screens repaired by
a third-party

'I'm an emotional wreck!' Twitter users are left
'heartbroken' over Netflix movie Irreplaceable
You,...

Katie Cassidy turned down the chance to
date Prince Harry because she didn't want
to be known as his 'girl'

Former Silicon Valley star TJ Miller is
arrested at LaGuardia Airport for 'calling in a
fake bomb threat'...
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The divided states of America: Major
health study warns US is at breaking point
as the wealthy coasts thrive...

Desperate father whose wife gave birth three
months early on Mexico vacation appeals for
help to pay medical...

'Real Housewives of New Jersey' star
says she and her autistic son were kicked
out of a public library...

You’ve been washing your towels all wrong!
Expert reveals how to keep them fluffy – and
the first step is...

EXCLUSIVE: Where's Khloe?!? Tristan
Thompson caught on video locking lips
with a sexy brunette at Manhattan...

Texas border control agent arrested for killing
girlfriend, 27, and her one-year-old child then
claiming he...

The science of brown beer bottles: Expert
reveals how the darker hue blocks UVs to
prevent brews from...

'If they hear you, they hunt you!' Movie fans
vent frustration with Emily Blunt's movie A
Quiet Place,...

Would YOU feed your baby breast milk
from another woman you found online?
These two mothers do despite...

Russia starts JAMMING US drones over
Syria 'seriously' hampering military
operations as Trump deploys...

French navy ship equipped with cruise
missiles that could strike Assad was
'aggressively buzzed by a Russian...

The West responds: May, Trump and Macron
agree the world must uphold the ban on
chemical weapons in the wake...

Trump parades his generals as destroyer
loaded with cruise missiles arrives off
Syrian coast - and carrier...

Russia vetoes UN bid to set up Syria
chemical weapons probe and warns US
against Syria strike

ISIS threatens to attack the World Cup:
Terrorists warn Putin will ‘pay the price for
killing Muslims’ in...

Now America says Assad is guilty of
GENOCIDE: US diplomat makes claim as
Britain and France back Trump's...

Trump CANCELS his planned trip to South
America this week after raid on his
attorney Michael Cohen - but...

Trump thinks he has the power to fire Mueller
without ordering deputy attorney general to
do it – but...

FBI warrant to raid Trump attorney
Michael Cohen covered 'hush' agreement
documents relating to Stormy...
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Farm Heroes Saga, the #4
Game on iTunes. Play it
now!
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